




In 2000, Joris Van Apers was a young man 

in Belgium working for a big international 

engineering firm. That was also the year he 

built himself a house, next door to his par

ents', in Duffel, a town approximately 15 

miles south of Antwerp. For work, he had 

been helping plan massive state-of-the-art 

industrial plants all over the world. Sa he 

was yearning for a project on a smaller, 

more personal scale, one that would serve 

his own needs and be more reflective of his 

own taste. His parents owned Andreas Van 

Apers BV, a company named after his father 

that acquired and sold reclaimed wooden 

beams and other upcycled building compo

nents, which meant he had a ready supply of sustainable materials at hand. 

The experiment crafting the 5,400-square-foot house turned out to be pivotal in several ways. Van 

Apers started working at AVA and eventually, in 2008, taak the helm of what's naw called Joris 

Van Apers BV. From the experience of designing his own house, Van Apers launched an interior de

sign practice as an arm of JVA. Sa, in addition to sourcing and providing reclaimed materials for such 

design-world nota bles as Jacques Garcia and Alex Vervoordt and operating a showroom in nearby 

Reet, JVA increasingly completes full-house renovations for other clients. In fact, the design studio 

naw makes up 70 percent of the business. 

As for his own three-bedroom home-which he shares with his wife, Caroline, JVA's CFO, and their 

two teenage daughters-that's evolved, toa. Over the years, he has reworked the interior to the point 

where no room looks the way it did two decades ago. Although the basic layout and key features 

remain-the varying ceiling heights to create spaces that alternate between expansive and intimate, 

à la Frank Lloyd Wright, one of his heroes; the ground level's checkerboard floor of tile salvaged from 

castles and monasteries in Burgundy, France-the interior has turned warmer and more expressive. 

"It works well for our family and our minds," the engineer turned designer begins. _... 
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Previous spread: In the Duffel, Belgium, home of the Joris 

Van Apers BV owner and CEO and his family, o ceiling of 

reclaimed pine beams caps the living area, furnished with 

Jindfich Halabalo armchairs and a custom sofa. 

Opposite top, (rom left: Brass and leather chairs from the 

1970's ring the dining area's custom ook table. Handmade 

raku ti/e concea/s storage in the kitchen's state is/and. 

Oppasite bottom: Salvaged ti/e flows thraugh the entry 

hall and throughout the house's ground (foor. 

Top: The custom cupboard is nutwood. Bottom: Beyond the 

lime-finished walls and polyester curtains, the stair landing 

hosts o treadmi/1 and space for yoga. 
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